
This paper reviews the vario~~s design approaches using microprocessors for 
chromatography automation with emphasis on a new multi-channel data reduction 
system eing a unique architectural design. This ILew architecture uses a distributed 
network of microprocessors brganized in a hierarchical scheme. This new advance in 
chromatography automation is the result of recent techno!ogical achievements in 
microprocessor development. The availability of low-uxt, powerful microcomputer 
elements has made it possible to assign a microprocessor to each chromatograph. The 
result is a major improvement in.ps-fonnance by providing at the chromatograph a 
cmtrol station and an @M/output terminal. This allows the chromatographer com- 
plete access to a powerful computer even though he can still distribtite the cost of this 
data reduction system over a large number of his chromatographs_ 

Possibilities of major improvements in ana$tical- performmce using micro- 
.processors to replace analog control circuits are disxxssed. Advances yet to be made 
in this direction can Iead to more reliable analytical results with less involvement of 
the analytical chemist. 

To a farge:degree, the design and performance of analytical instrumknts have 
@& affk&d more by advances made in e&tronics than any other technology. Re- 
cent advtick in mitioprocessor desi@ have resulted in a technological revolution 
.co&parabJe in magnitude to that &used by the avaikbility of transistors in the sixties. 
kalyGx4 instrun~ents &coq%xatig micropmcessors in their designs have zchieved 
si@&tiy imp~okd perforniazxe at reduced co&sxJ; With over ZSU,OOO cbromato- 
grkp,hs &I_ use today,‘& and Liqtid &romatography are the two~most widely used 
techniqti in qGa&$ative _&ytkal chemise. D&&n of new_chroFatography equip- 
III@& hai been one of the m&t active skgm@s of analyf5xl instrumentation. Recent 

_ surv@ks@ kxve ide@ied over +O major manufacturers of gas and liquid chromato- 
graPh* eqnipm&+, -tit& over I50 differ&t mode@ .&&able. .~ 



In recent years, aufomafion~ of chrotiafography Iaborafories h2s be&&e an: 
econotic necessity due to increasing labor costs and greatly increased sanplethrougb- 
put. Automatic sampb injectors aEow unattended operation and automatic data %e- 
duction systems provide quantitative results more ra@dly and with mu& higher pre- 
cision and accuracy than manual techniques. TotSautomation ofthe chromatographic 
analysis includes sample handling, control of analyzer operating conditions, data re- 

-duction and the generation of a final analytical report. .- 
This paper reviews the various conQurations of chromato&aphy au&mation 

using microprocessor technology and describes a new architecturai approach for the 
automation of many chromatographs simultaneousIy. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

The basic equipment in a chromatography laboratory consists of a chromato- 
graph and a recorder. As the sample load and the demands for accuracy and precision 
increase, automation equipment is added. The design of most chromatographs alfows 
automatic repetitive analyses if samples can be injected at regular intervals by an auto- 
m2tic injector. Data reduction for the qua&it&ion of each sample component is a time 
consuming activity. This data processing task is most ideally impIemented by micro- 
processors. Typical automatic data reduction systems provide most of the following 
capabilities : 

Analog to digital conversion of the detector output 
Automatic sak detection, area inte=ation, and baseline correction 
Calculation of component concentrations . 
Report of analytical results 
Control of autosamplers, valves, gradient generators or recorders 
The choice of automatic data reduction equipment typically depends on the 

number of chromatographs in the laboratory. For laboratories with one or two chro- 
matographs, 2 single-channel computing integrator is preferred. But laboratories 
with a number of chromatographs can benefit from 2 multi-channel data system. The 
trade-offs between these two choices are summarized in Table I. 

TABLE I 

TRADE-OF- BETWEEN SINGLE-C HANNZEL AND MULTI-C HANNEL COMPUTING 
INTEGRATORS 

Advantages Disadvanrapes .4 ~- 
Singledanne Low entry cost Higher cost per chamel 

Dedicated to chrornatographs in stand-alone design 
Easiiy relomabk Limited _memory capacity 
F!exible 
Higkiy reiiabie dce to simpkii 
Optimized for one channel 

Multi-c~l Low cost per chanml High initial investment 
Sw?P~blarger,Blore 

azkam3.m 
:a for a+-c!zm& 
Largtx naemary _rQ ; _ -~- 
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Fig. 1. chromatography automation us&g a singIeckam4 computing integrator. 

The block diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the use of a singfe-channel computing 
integrator for automation’. Typical designs use a single microprocessor to perform 
the tasks of peak detection, area integration, baseiine correction, calculation of com- 
ponent concentrations, and the reporting of analytical results. In addition to these 
basic data reduction tasks, the computing integrator can interact with the chromato- 
graphic system by generating control signals at specified tie intervals and by pro- 
viding an attenuator controlled replicate analog record. Microprocessor-based single- 
channel computing integrators now provide data reduction capabilities that can auto- 
mate calculation procedures used by most laboratories. 

The implementation shown in Fig. 1 results in two separate records, a printed 
report and a chromatogram. The desire to combine these records in a single report 
has led to a new innovative application of microprocessors*. In addition to chromato- 
graphic data processing, significantly more computing power is available from current 
microprocessors to provide complete Jogic control Of thermal printer/plotter type 
devices at very nominal costs. Thus, the technological evolution of microprocessors 
and thermal printing devices has led to the development of the “Printer/Plotter” used 
in chromatography automation for both the plotting of the analog chromatogram and 
the printing of the &xl component concentration report on a single sheet of paper- 

A more recent development in the application of microprocessor technology 
has led to the complete automation of the chromatographic analysis function3. 
The chromatograph, with its many complex control functions (flow, temperature, 
detection,.etc.), is an ideal candidate for microprocessor implementation. The‘ block 
diagram in Pig, 2 illustrates an approach for total automation of sample handling, 
analyzer c&trol, data reduction and analytical reports. By integrating the many 
control circuits and the data processing activities under one microprocessor, con- 
siderable economy can be achieved_ For example, the front panel switches, dials, 
and meters necessary to select and monitor operating conditions are virtually elim- 
mated. Operating parameters are enmred by the use of the same keyboard control 
and digital readout shared by the data processor. For applications where a new chro- 
matograph is a necessary investment, the integrated approach offers total automation 
at a cost comparable to that of a separate chromatograph, computing integrator and 
rqorder. 
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me aperoaches summarized above represent an &volution of chromatographic 
automation that has been inBuenced by available technology, market acceptance and 
design experien& l&h has advantages and disadvantages in various applications. 
-The desiguof z&y new system should maximixe the advantages of most importance 
to chromatographers, which are: 

Entry cost and cost per chromatograph 
Best pe?formance/cost for each module 
Stand-alone, dedicated operation 
Single, complete record of analytical results 
Reliability 
FIexibility 
A new system architecture developed by Spectra-Physics and illustrated in 

Fig. 4 maximizes these advantages and yet provides the chromatographer with a wide 
selection of hardware configurations best suited for his individual requirements. The 
new architecture takes advantage of the capabilities of low-cost, high-power micro- 
processors for data processing and instrumentation control to construct an efficient, 
flexible, multi-channel chromatographic data reduction system. The new system uses 
a distributed network of microprocessors connected in a hierarchy of remote modules 
supported by a central processor. The built-m intelligence of each remote module 
provides an efficient but low-cost building block that can be repeated at each chro- 
matograph. The dedicated microcomputer at each chromatograph is supported by a 
large amount of computation power and logic decision capabilities at a central 
computer. %his hierarchical design provides each chromatograph with a dedicated 
module that is capab!e of data reduction, analyzer control, and input/output oper- 
ations, The microcomputer at the chromatograph communicates directly with the 
central computer through a three-wire data transmission loop and has access to the 
calculation procedures, report generating capabilities, arid memory capacity of the 

‘central computer. The_pooling of the data reduction tasks allows a powerful central 
computer while still maintaining a low entry cost and low cost per chromatograph. 
The major’benetits provided by this approach are summarized below: 

High performance/cost, expandable system supported by a sophisticated com- 
puter architecture 
Low costperchannel, additional automation provided by addingdatainterfaces 
Allows chromatographer to keep OF buy the most appropriate chromatograph 
Back:up provided by separate recorder output 
Printer/plotter for each chromatograph to provide a single anaiyticai record 
Ability for each channel to control an autosampler and chromatograph 

. . Power-fail protection using standard automobile batteries 
Thencwsystem archifectureusesfout~cmod~esLntercoMected as shown 

ii Fig_ 4, vii. data interfaces, remote terminals, central processor, and disc memory. 
Asa stand-alone moduie at each chromatograph, the data interface with buih- 

in~i$icrocomputer performs the following functions:- 
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Coder& analog-.chromat&ra&ic sig&ls to digital format 1.. : -. .. :I’ : 
Corgmzmicatgs with central processor by sending data .and receiving c&lculat&l 
results : _.:. 
Generates control sig&ls for actuating ~~utostil&rS, $v&%nd gradient 
genergtcks 
Provides a;$ isolated recorder output with attenuator .c&.rtrols 
A reniote~termin al consisting of a thermalprinterfpfotter and alpha-numeric 

.. keyboard.can be added to each data intetfsbce.~lhemicrocomput~rln the data interface 
provides the computational power to-control all the functional logic o$erations of the- 
thermal prin$r/plotter which plots the chromatogram and generates a report-. Data 
reduction- parameters .are entered on the keyboard and displayed on the printer/ 
plotter. For dutput only, the data interface can be equipped- With a p,rinter/plotter 
without a keyboard. For data interface alone, reports &n he routed t0 other printer/ 

- -plotters resulting in the sharin, 0 of these output devices by more than one chromato- 
-ph. 

Thus, at each chromatograph, the user has the choice of: (i) Installing the data 
interface by itselfto control the autosampler/chromatograph while still using a con- 
ventional recorder for chromat grams or (ii) expanding. his system with a remote 
terminal for combined remote pzameter enery-and report output. 

The central processor supports the calculation requirements of the system- It 
also functions as a central operator control station providing convenient access to the 
operating partieters of every ape-rating channel. -These input,!output functions are 
supported by an alpha-numeric keyboard and cathode ray tube (CRT) display. 

The CRT feature of the central processor is particularly important because it 
provides a sign&ant improvement in operator convenience. In a large multi-channel 
system where a large amount of chromatographic information must be input to the 
system, the ability of the-CRT to display whole or large sections of file data allows 
the setup, review and editing of this information to be quickly performed and con- 
fiimed. 

The central processor operates on a priority interrupt scheme, which allows 
each device (data interface, CRT, teletypewriters) to access the central processor in a 
time-shared mode. One such device of considerable value in automatic data reduction 
is the disc memory module, which provides bulk memory storage capacity for param- 
eter file libraries, sample infor-mation, and analytical reports. Wit@ the disc memqry 
module it is also possible to store the data points of an entire chromatogram for re- 
processing. Controllers for specific components of the chrom&og&ph (e.g., Immps, 
ovens, gradient generator) can be implemented by the use. of 5dditionaEnterface cir- 
cuits. -. 

In applications where -power interruptions &mot be &&a&d, an external 
24-V power source (two. 12-V batteries) can be connected -as a back-up supply. The 
battery pack can continue to keep the central processor cperatingfor se&rat hours: 
‘When !poGer is resumed, a trickle-charge .circuit will recharge the~battery. Switch-. 
over to the battery is instant&eous. A- summary of the hardware capabilities of this 
design approach k summarized helow: -. 

.: : 
1. Starid&d full alpha-numeric keyboard, : 1 -. 

r-2. CRT dis@la$;of complete parameter.files ..: -.I-:. 1 .- .. -- .I .. 
3. Thermal printer/plotter to .produce a single. analyti&l &port- .- _ 1,~ )‘. - _ : 

- _. .: - -: 
. . . -. 

.: - 
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_ 
4. Expandable memo=? capacity (high speed or buik storage) 
-5. Muhiple-channe~ operation 
6. Simplethree-wire @raBel com~ection between remote modules and central 

proce5sor 
7, A.qzepts standard I-V input; other input voltages optional 
3. Remote input/output supported by printer/plotter 
9. Optional interface to teletypewritersand other computers 

10. Chromatographs can be up to 600 m away 
Il. Power fail protection using standard automobile batteries. 

AFPLXZATION CAPABILITIES 

Automatic data reduction requires two levels of operation. First, the area of 
each peak must be determined and then the results calculated such that the chromato- 
grapher can interpret the results within the context of his analyses. 

In addition to providing standard calcuiation procedures, this new data re- 
duction system can provide the following capabilities: 

Bracketing of unstable samples with two calibration standards on either side 
of the sampIe 
Multiple-level calibration to compensate for non-linear detectors 
Peak grouping according to homologous series 
Simplified report of only those coruponents outside acceptable values 
Statistical analysis 
Combination of multiple analyses results into a single report 
Reporting of Kovats’ indices for component identification 
Simulated distillation 
Amino acid analysis using two non-linear detectors 
Diagnostic programs for identification of operator errors and defective com- 
ponents 
Reprocessiug using stored data points for entire chromatograms. 
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